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regular maintenance
Last year I was barely able to feed my cats on a regular basis. I hardly did anything besides work
and lay in bed. I just couldn't. I couldn't plan anything because I never knew if I'd have the energy
that day. I didn't even have the energy to plan. Lists were rarely made and even more rarely
followed through.

Now I'm starting to feel like a real capable person again. I don't think I've smiled this genuinely in
YEARS. I'm starting to harness my Leslie Knope energy again - making and doing thoughtful things
for people.

I started writing this piece as a way to measure my growth. However, not all periods can be, or
should be, periods of growth. Sometimes we all just need some regular maintenance. As the days
have gone by and the air has grown cooler I am reminded of the way things were during Fall of
2020. I miss the feeling of someone being so incredibly in love with me. Someone who wanted to
be with me. I still miss him sometimes. It comes in waves, or when I feel disappointed.

It is funny to look back and see all the changes I've made in my life, and yet the biggest defining
period was my relationship with Daniel. There is a huge difference between before Daniel and after
Daniel. Not even the transition from engineering to vet med was that stark. Our relationship has
changed me entirely. Working through it in therapy has changed me entirely.

Suffering is a tricky subject to write about. On one hand, it's comforting to think that my suffering
has made me the person I am today, a person I genuinely love. And at the same time it can feel
extremely invalidating to say that suffering happens for a reason. Because it really is random. And
when it is random, it can happen to you. When it is random, you have very little control over it.
Suffering is a product of our individual choices, our communities, and the complicated intersection
of everyone in our lives.

My suffering has caused me to feel like I lost years of my life. Sure, we can harness positivity and
reframing, but sometimes the events causing the suffering are too great to combat with just a
positive outlook. Someone in my life recently lost their teenage child to suicide. The suffering that
comes with that cannot be fixed with positive thinking. I don't think it's really something that can be
"fixed."

And here we are, heading into the jolliest time of the year. I am still struggling. Yes, I am keeping
healthier company. Great things are happening to me. There will always be the feeling that I'm not
doing enough: my house is still a mess, my sleep schedule is nonexistent, I am hardly writing,
drawing, knitting, or creating. I still feel like I am losing years of my life. I have longer periods of
feeling content and somewhat keeping up with life, however, I still find myself sinking into the
familiar, gloomy, realm. When I return, it feels like home. This is who I am

regular maintenance
There are different flavors of depression and I have tasted many of them. I've been able to (mostly)
shake the ideas that I am horrible, or unloved, or a burden. But the one flavor I can't seem to get
enough of is just how awful and heartless life can be. People are unable to access nutrient rich
food, health care, veterinary care, safety. Many of us are one emergency away from homelessness.
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abundance of unnecessary suffering and the fact that it is so intertwined in the way our society
functions that it will be almost impossible to change makes me feel angry and hopeless and
exhausted. It's almost impossible to change because many of us who see and feel it are so
defeated by the systems that create it. How can we make things better?

CLICK FOR MUSIC

angry sexy bitch
reclamation - pt 1
There are many developing sides to the angry sexy bitch. One of them is reclamation.

Reclamation. To reclaim. My time, my energy, my sexuality, myself. It's about power, using what was
once used against me to empower me. I am here to learn and to unlearn. They are both lifelong
processes shaped by who and what we surround ourselves with.

I am taking control of my environment. Or at least, as much as I can. I am taking advantage of the high
demand for veterinary technicians by working two part-time jobs. This way I can pick up shifts at either
hospital as I need and want to. One of these hospitals is a General Practitioner in my hometown of
Lawrence, Kansas, and the other is BluePearl, where I've been employed full-time for a little over two
years now. It's been so long since we've been fully staffed that I really have to sit here and think about
how many technicians that is. Most Saturdays we've got 2, 3, maybe 4 technicians maximum at a time if we've called our on-call technician in to work, if we even have an on-call technician. More rants on
the vet med industry in later chapters.

Ok, but Miranda, how are you going to pay your bills? What about health insurance? WHAT ABOUT
YOUR RETIREMENT ACCOUNT? These are great questions, and although I do not need to explain my life
choices to anyone, I'm going to explain them here because it is important to capture the experience
and attitude of the times (I just learned who Joan Didion was and she's already inspiring me) (also Joan
is total angry sexy bitch energy).

Retirement. My generation gives zero shits about retirement. At least, the people in my cohort. Some of
my engineering classmates may feel differently. What is the world going to look like in 40 years? Do I
want to even live to be that old? Will I even be able to? The only thing in regards to retirement I care
about is finding all those old accounts out there from my multitude of jobs and consolidating them into
a personal retirement account. Because like health insurance, I don't want my retirement account tied to
my employment. Angry sexy bitch is about being free(ish) from corporations.

Health insurance: the affordable care act. Next.

Bills. This is the trickiest one. I'm going to be relying on my on-call shifts to make ends meet. It feels bad
to be setting such a hard boundary, but working at BluePearl on the weekends with the staffing we have
is not worth my sanity. I told them I would continue my Saturday shift every week if they would pay me
double time for it, otherwise I would be happy to be the on-call technician. The offer wasn't even
acknowledged. Fair. The bright side of only committing to one shift a week at the Pearl, is that I can
pick up all the empty on-call shifts.

angry sexy bitch
reclamation - pt 1
It's good for them because they will reliably have an on-call technician. It's good for me because if I
get called in, I make double time. Why would I work every Saturday for $16 an hour when I could be
doing the exact same thing for $32 an hour?

Oh, but Miranda, why does it have to be about money. It's not. Obviously working in my field is for a
lot more than money. But veterinary staff have been pressured into unsustainable pay for so long
because it's for a lot more than money. However, we should still be paid adequately for our labor, as
should everybody. The fact that we are in a caregiving profession does not mean we should be paid
less. Like I said, more on the vet med industry in later chapters.

So what is angry sexy bitch energy? Some examples: my woman Joan Didion, Billie Eilish, Hayley
Williams, Lizzo. Angry sexy bitch is about setting boundaries, being confident, hyping up your friends,
saying what you mean, saying what you need, eating delicious food, having loud sex, male birth
control, being vulnerable, doing no harm and taking no shit, etc. Angry sexy bitch is whatever you
need it to be, it is ever evolving.

I'd love to hear what angry sexy bitch and all its possible variations mean to you.

RECIPES FOR DEPRESSION

MEDICINE IS NOT MAGIC
gastric dilation/volvulus (GDV)
After 2+ years working in the veterinary field I have accumulated some not so common knowledge
and insights into animal health. Complete and total disclaimer I am not a registered or licensed
veterinary professional so please do not take this as official medical advice. I am limited to my
experiences.
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Symptoms
abdominal distention (enlargement) and pain
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nausea, which can present as drooling
weakness, collapse
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an extremely painful death if left untreated

MEDICINE IS NOT MAGIC
gastric dilation/volvulus (GDV)
Additionally
most importantly, if you think that your dog may be experiencing GDV, contact a veterinarian right
away, GDVs are an extremely time-sensitive emergency
the difference between bloat and GDV
bloat is technically just the dilation, no twist
bloat is commonly used as interchangeable with GDV for the general populous
most commonly seen in large breed, barrel chested dogs (Great Danes, St. Bernards, Weimaraners
are the top three)
a right lateral, or ride sided, x-ray is the gold standard for diagnosis
emergency surgery is necessary to visualize any tissue damage, detangle the stomach, and then
fix the stomach into place (gastropexy)
preventative gastropexies are recommended, often times when a female is spayed (since they're
in the abdomen anyway) but can also be done at any time
more information

CONVERSATIONS FROM THERAPY
This is a section where I usually introduce a skill from DBT. Right now, none of them are really
speaking to me. Maybe I've already written about all my favorite skills.

Circling back to that flavor of depression I just can't seem to kick, I talked with my therapist about it
recently. She mostly agreed with me, the world is a pretty shitty place and it always has been and
there's not a whole lot that we can do about it. But we do have a choice in how to respond to this
and how to accept it.

I asked her, "what can I do that can bring about the most good?" I feel so much pressure to find the
career, the city, the people to surround myself with that will allow me to put as much good into the
world as is possible. That's a ridiculous amount of responsibility placed on one person and it is
unrealistic. Sometimes you have to say it out loud just to hear how silly you sound.

She asked me, "Miranda, what are your values?" We've talked about this quite a few times and I've
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possible....without being a people pleaser. Work in progress (see: angry sexy bitch). She then asked
me, "okay, so how can you bring those values into your life, the way that it currently is?"

I was trying to fit my life to my values, when really, it would be more effective to bring my values
into my life. How can I bring compassion and creativity and authenticity at my job at BluePearl?
What do I really want to learn? Good ol Sabrina always knows how to make me feel better.
Accepting the world as it is and choosing to live the best way you know how is brave. We kind of
have to be here anyway so we might as well make the most of it. And to do that we must remember
to REST and to NOURISH and to MOVE.

This year has made me realize that I just want to feel good and I want to make things and I want to
talk to people. I want to drink good coffee, write so many newsletters, learn how to make jewelry,
read all the stacks of books around my house, and make the people I love, feel as loved as they
make me feel.

Happy New Year.
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